The Da Vinci Code : 7 Principles
for Exemplary Personal
Leadership
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE
Welcome to a leadership program with a diﬀerence. This 5-day workshop is intended to help you acquire
perspectives and insights that enable build extraordinary leadership capabilities by leveraging the 7 da
Vinci Principles, namely :
• Curiosità: An insatiably curious approach to life and an unrelenting quest for continuous learning
• Dimonstrazione: A commitment to test knowledge through experience, persistence and a willingness to
learn from mistakes
• Sensazione: The continual re nement of the use of the senses, especially sight, to enhance understanding
of experiences
• Sfumato ( literally ‘Going up in smoke’ ): A willingness to embrace ambiguity, paradox and uncertainty
• Arte / Scienza: The development of balance between science and art, logic and imagination. ‘Whole-brain’
thinking
• Corporalita: The cultivation of grace, ambidexterity, tness and poise
• Connessione: A recognition of and appreciation for the interconnectedness of all things and phenomena.
Systems thinking

METHODOLOGY
This is a highly experiential and interactive program It will involve
• Self-awareness
• Gallery, museums and architectural site walks
• Videos
• Learning-by-doing : Individual and group exercises
• Case discussions

EXPECTED PARTICIPANTS
• High Potential executives on the 'fast-track' to higher leadership roles.

PROGRAMME CONTENT
• Introspect on your current personal style and approach to leadership
• Learn and practice the 7 Da Vinci Principles of inspiring and energizing
not just people around you but the universe at large
• Realize your true potential
• Deep Self-awareness and self-development

PROGRAMME DIRECTORS
• Saujanya Shetty, Anindya Mukerji

Area: Personal Leadership Advantage

Creating Latent Value for your
Organization : Non Obvious
Paths to Increasing Productivity
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE
In a competitive & uncertain scenario an entrepreneur is faced with uncertainties at every turn. This program
has been planned to enable CEO’s de-risk their businesses from the ensuing volatility and vulnerability in
performance. This program enables you to understand the relative importance of physical infrastructure,
intellectual infrastructure and emotional infrastructure in creating latent value for the organization. Through
introduction to and the use of 3 frameworks: the Transformation tree, Maximum natural potential and fatal
aws, the participants will have the ability to create a team that has:
• The potential to deliver signi cantly superior performance, in a sustained manner
• No value destroyers, and hence ensures all energy generated is directed outwards, rather than being
dissipated internally

METHODOLOGY
• Techniques of instruction will include Ex Cathedra, interactive chats , case studies .

EXPECTED PARTICIPANTS
CXO’S, Top Management and Small Enterprise Owners in all functional areas of management in industry and
services both from private and public organizations

PROGRAMME CONTENT
• Diﬀerence between Physical book value and Latent Value
• The basis for true predictive indicators of value generation
• Maximum Natural Potential framework
• For identifying value destroyers
• Structuring powerful approaches using the 3-stage approach of Transformal
• The ability to install high performing teams
• Leveraging the opportunity

PROGRAMME DIRECTORS
• Saujanya Shetty

FOR REGISTRATION, CONTACT
• Rohan Das
Mobile No. - +91 77220 09039
Mail id - rohan.das@indiraisbs.ac.in
• Dipanjay Bhalerao
Mobile No. - +91 95038 00802
Mail id - dipanjay.bhalerao@indiraiimp.edu.in

DATE : 29 Sept, 2015
Area: Leadership
th

Venue: Indira School of Business Studies

Is Your organization a Talent
Magnet ? What kind of Talent
you are attracting ?
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE
Many leaders are involved in the hiring and interviewing process. In this role, you must de ne a job in terms
of how it aligns with the company's strategies, communicate what's required for top performance in the job,
be able to recruit, screen, interview, and decide on the right candidate.
This program is designed to help you:
• Adopt a leadership role in hiring new employees
• Identify job requirements and competencies to assist in searching for and screening potential new
employees
• Plan questions and approaches for eﬀective interviewing
• Evaluate candidates based on relevant data and information

METHODOLOGY
• The pedagogy will comprise lectures, case discussions, and analytical exercises imparted by our faculty
who is an industry expert. Provide practical insights to resolving the problems you face every day..

EXPECTED PARTICIPANTS
This program is designed formiddle and senior managers across industries and for HR Professionals

PROGRAMME CONTENT
The hiring process has four sequential stages: searching, screening, interviewing, and selecting. The "front
end" of the process is your ability as a leader to assess the organization's talents and communicate the new
position's " t" in the bigger picture. With a clear picture of what your company needs from the new hire, you
should be able to de ne the required competencies and behaviors so that you can search for the right
candidates and screen them accordingly. The company's strategic goals will also guide you through the
interview process as you get to know your candidates better and make your selection

PROGRAMME DIRECTORS
• Babushankar

FOR REGISTRATION, CONTACT
• Rohan Das
Mobile No. - +91 77220 09039
Mail id - rohan.das@indiraisbs.ac.in
• Dipanjay Bhalerao
Mobile No. - +91 95038 00802
Mail id - dipanjay.bhalerao@indiraiimp.edu.in

DATE :

nd

22 Sept, 2015

Strategic HR
Venue: Indira School of Business Studies

Coaching , Mentoring and
Counselling for Improving
Personal Eﬀectiveness
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE
In a competitive & uncertain scenario an entrepreneur is faced with uncertainties at every turn. This program
has been planned to enable CEO’s de-risk their businesses from the ensuing volatility and vulnerability in
performance. This program enables you to understand the relative importance of physical infrastructure,
intellectual infrastructure and emotional infrastructure in creating latent value for the organization. Through
introduction to and the use of 3 frameworks: the Transforma tree, Maximum natural potential and fatal aws,
the participants will have the ability to create a team that has:
• The potential to deliver signi cantly superior performance, in a sustained manner
• No value destroyers, and hence ensures all energy generated is directed outwards, rather than being
dissipated internally

METHODOLOGY
Techniques of instruction will include Ex Cathedra, interactive chats , case studies .

EXPECTED PARTICIPANTS
CXO’S, Top Management and Small Enterprise Owners in all functional areas of management in industry and
services both from private and public organizations

PROGRAMME CONTENT
• Diﬀerence between Physical book value and Latent Value
• The basis for true predictive indicators of value generation
• Maximum Natural Potential framework
• For identifying value destroyers
• Structuring powerful approaches using the 3-stage approach of Transformation
• The ability to install high performing teams
• Leveraging the opportunity

PROGRAMME DIRECTORS
• Saujanya Shetty

Leadership

Cost Optimization in Supply
Chain Management : Key
Insights
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE
Costs optimization in Supply Chain should not be associated only with pro t improvement in a silo, but rather,
as an integrated strategy along with Quality improvement, service improvement
This program focuses on :
• Why we should aim for optimizing rather than reducing costs
• How to spot opportunities for cost optimization
• Techniques to optimize costs

METHODOLOGY
It would be a rich learning experience that includes interactive lecture sessions and participative case
discussions followed by group presentations.

EXPECTED PARTICIPANTS
This program is appropriate for executives who are interested to learn and explore various tools and
techniques of Cost Optimization’. The program is particularly tailored for managers in charge of production,
materials and purchase in manufacturing units.

PROGRAMME CONTENT
• Value vs. cost, Elements of SCM costs, spotting opportunities.
• How Cost optimization is impacts business.
• Material Cost – the largest opportunity
• Inventory –The hidden wealth
• Other Cost opportunities
• Case Studies: Experience sharing from speci c industries

PROGRAMME DIRECTORS
S Ranganath

Manufacturing & Procurement

One up – Creating Genuinely
Sustainable Competitive
Advantage
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE
The leadership challenge is to delivering on responsibilities in a predictable, consistent and sustainable
manner. The task in leadership for senior management at any organization is to Achieving outcomes in a
sustainable manner, Leveraging Strategy to achieve outcomes : integrity of process implementation, Building
underlying belief systems for the above and Identifying the Business Rationale for building the capability
Key Bene ts from the Above Program: As hereunder –
1. Larger or forward-looking vision for the organization
2. Ability to anticipate local market dynamics viz. understand or foresee sales’ vectors : direction and quantum
of movement
3. Capacity to understand the universe of factors that have a bearing on the future revenues and pro ts of the
organization viz. impact of proposed investments in the local area on availability of manpower, demand
dynamics of customers, market opportunities
4. The aspects of these future developments that can be mitigated, leveraged or sequestered against

METHODOLOGY
Given the method and pedagogy adopted for this MDP, programme contents will include relevant concepts,
theories, strategies, real business cases, business models and paradigms of Disciplines of Market Leaders. In
this regard, participants will be provided with structured handouts featuring current business cases, strategies
and models, concepts and theories, and work exercises covering the three disciplines

EXPECTED PARTICIPANTS
The MDP is primarily meant for senior managers and executives aspiring to make the higher rungs of the
corporate ladder. Participants with at least seven and more years of industry experience at the executive level
will be a good t for this MDP.

PROGRAMME CONTENT
• Introduction to the 3 point framework for creating sustainable competitive edge
• Understand the key aspects of Value Disciplines of Market Leaders viz Customer Centricity ,Product
Innovation or Operational Excellence
• Blue Ocean Strategy for creating competitive space
• To gain acquaintance with examples from organizations in India
• Tool – PESTER for applying the 3 point framework
• Articulate the immediate status out of an appreciation of these indicators
viz. gap between current status at the organization and benchmarks of
competitors or best practitioners

PROGRAMME DIRECTORS
Saujanya Shetty

Leadership

Cogito Ergo Sum - Strategic
Thinking
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE
Strategic thinking is a relatively new construct that takes its place amid more established and studied activities
of strategy formulation, strategic planning, and strategic decision making. It is about synthesizing information
and ideas in order to determine a company's competitive advantage and future success
This program is designed to help you:
1. Appreciate the value of strategic thinking in the workplace
2. Recognize the attributes that comprise strategic thinking
3. Develop competencies to become a strategic thinker
4. Participate in strategic thinking activities
5. Incorporate strategic thinking into your leadership role and activities

METHODOLOGY
Mix of learning formats: experiential, activity-based and ex-cathedra with a wide variety of learning stimuli
including real life case studies and problem solving techniques

PROGRAMME CONTENT
• Strategic thinking : An Overview
• Frameworks to formulate competitive strategies
• Growth Alternatives and their Implementation
• Business Value Drivers: Identi cation and Strategic Directions
• Building Scale, Sustainability
• Decision Making Under Uncertainty

PROGRAMME DIRECTORS
Saujanya Shetty

Leadership

Cogito Ergo Sum : Critical
Thinking
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE
Critical thinking is an active process that seeks to carefully consider and examine the true nature of an issue or
problem in order to draw a logical and rational conclusion.
This program is designed to help you:
1. Recognize the characteristics and bene ts of critical thinking
2. Implement the critical thinking stages of intake, investigate, and act
3. Use skills and techniques of openness and awareness, questioning, and analysis to facilitate critical thinking
While critical thinking is certainly not a new phenomenon, it has become a contemporary "diﬀerentiator" in
organizational environments. The complexities of working in a global information age challenge managers and
employees to navigate a sea of arguments and think critically about choices and decisions.

METHODOLOGY
Timeless classics, cases and discussions amongst other tools would be used to deliver the programme. Instead
of the traditional lecture-discussion method of teaching, we will create a participant-teacher collaborative
atmosphere for empowered learning - a new methodology of sharing and dialog based on creative and
innovative thinking, critical thinking and systems thinking, and assurance of learning to all parties involved.

EXPECTED PARTICIPANTS
This program is for Senior - Level Managers who are now, or expect to be, involved with developing and
managing corporate business, or functional strategies in their organizations. The performance would also help
the entrepreneurs and heads of Small and Medium Enterprises

PROGRAMME CONTENT
The Six Gear approach of Transformation:
• Gear I : Get the car rolling, - overcome threshold friction
• Gear II : Tractor torque – driving over potholed roads
• Gear III : Careful driving in city traﬃc conditions
• Gear IV : Straight road ahead – with check-posts and speed-breakers!
• Gear V : Present well-reasoned arguments
• Gear VI : Step back. Take a look at your own self – your instinctive
approaches to situations that require critical reasoning, and practice
self-correction

PROGRAMME DIRECTORS
Anindya Mukerji

Leadership

Cogito Ergo Sum – II : Creative
Thinking
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE
Most leaders agree that strategic thinking and critical thinking are essential competencies for success. But what
about creative thinking? The ability to think creatively opens the door to new ideas and allows these ideas to
move through a process of re nement – and ultimately to more productive improvements and competitive
solutions.
This program is designed to help you:
1. Appreciate the bene t of encouraging creative thinking
2. Recognize organizational and personal characteristics of creative thinking
3. Use techniques to overcome barriers and increase creative thinking
4. Use a process to facilitate creative thinking in others

METHODOLOGY
Creative thinking also improves problem-solving by opening up new ways of looking at problems and
situations. Finally, creativity helps improve motivation and con dence in your workforce. It challenges people
to expand their thinking capabilities and contribute new and promising ideas.
Discussion of diﬀerent global practices, tools and making the participants incorporate those elements in their
on-spot assignment and real-time correction and coaching. We will also create a problem-centered learning
atmosphere – this MDP will study and model corporate executive decision-making processes as “systems at
unrest” that have speci c “inputs,” “processes,” and outputs” of real time business challenges in the
marketplace. Problem-centered business ethics pedagogy empowers and assures focused learning on
problem identi cation, problem formulation, problem speci cation, problem-resolution-alternatives
investigation and “best solution” choice-election strategies – sure corporate takeaways of this MDP.

EXPECTED PARTICIPANTS
• Managers, executives at all levels

PROGRAMME CONTENT
• The call for Creative Thinking .
• Why encourage Creative Thinking
• Creating the environment for Creative Thinking
• Characteristics of Creativity
• Techniques for Increasing Creative Thinking
• Determining if Ideas Will Work
• Building on Ideas

PROGRAMME DIRECTORS
Anindya Mukerji

Leadership

